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Abstract Evaluating similarity between trajectories of moving objects is important for wide range

of applications. The existing similarity measures typically define some meaning of similarity and

propose algorithms for computing it. We think that the meaning of similarity is application depen-

dant, and should only be determined by the user. Therefore, there is a need for a generic approach

where users can define the meaning of similarity. In this paper, we propose a parametrized similarity

operator, based on the time warped edit distance, where the meaning of similarity is generic and left

for user to define. Our proposed operator is implemented in SECONDO and evaluated using both syn-

thetic and real datasets. The results were promising and as expected.
� 2016 Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. on behalf of Faculty of Computers and Information,

Cairo University. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.

org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

The increase in devices that can be used to track moving
objects such as GPS devices causes a rapid growth in move-
ment data. Moving Objects can be hurricanes, cars, animals,
athletes, suspected terrorists, or network data packets. They

change their location/value with time, and tracking them pro-
duces a sequence of observations that digitally represent the
movement history in the form of the so-called trajectories.
Due to the large amount of movement data, there has been a

deep interest in proposing new methodologies in classification,
clustering, indexing, approximating and simplifying such data.
All these works collaborate toward building a generic Moving

Objects Database system (MOD).
There are two flavors of MOD. The first focuses on the

current movement of objects and the prediction of the near

future values [1]. In that flavor no historical movement data
are stored. In the second flavor, historical movement data
are stored and represented. These systems focus on query-
ing and analyzing historical movements [2]. In this paper

we focus on the second flavor which is called trajectory
databases.

A trajectory in real life is a continuous function in time

[3,4]. Due to limitations of devices, tracking such a continuous
function is observed in a discrete manner, typically as a
sequence of time stamped values. This finite sequence can be

observed in many different ways [3]:
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� A time based approach where values are observed at regu-

larly spaced time moments e.g., every 2 min.
� Value based approach where a new value is recorded when
a significant change from the previous value occurs.

� Location based approach where values are observed when
the object comes close to specific location.

� Event based approach where values are observed when cer-
tain events occur.

� Finally any combinations of these approaches.

This observation of object’s movement can be utilized to

induce the actual (or approximate) movement trajectory.
An important function in a MOD system is to measure the

similarity between trajectories [5,6]. It is important for many

application domains such as surveillance systems, recommender
systems, and stock market analysis. Using a similarity measure,
it is possible to find suspicious movements, rare movements,
and frequent patterns, predict future occurrence of phenomena

such as hurricanes, and recommend traveling routes. The similar-
ity meaning varies from one application to another. It could be
the similarity of one of the movement attributes such as speed,

direction and acceleration, or the raw values of movement. All
previously proposed similarity measures propose their technique
and implicitly define the meaning of similarity in their implemen-

tation. They restrict user to that meaning with no ability to define
the meaning of similarity from his own perspective. This previous
disability is one of the research gaps. In this paper, a generic sim-

ilarity operator is proposed where the meaning of similarity is
passed by user as a parameter based on application domain.
So, our contribution is twofold:

� Proposing a parametrized TWED based similarity operator
where the meaning of similarity is passed as a parameter.

� Implementing that operator in the open source MOD, SEC-

ONDO, and evaluating our operator based on a set of exper-

iments using synthetic and real datasets.

The rest of paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes
the motivation and the related work in the field of measuring sim-

ilarity between trajectories. In Section 3, we give a background
on MODs and discuss in depth the TWED similarity measure.
In Section 4, our proposed operator is presented with a detailed

description. Then, our implementation, experiments, and the out-
put results are discussed in Section 5. Finally, Section 6 concludes
the paper, and sets ideas for future research work.

2. Motivation and related work

There exist in the literature measures for evaluating the simi-
larity between trajectories. They can be classified into spatial,

spatiotemporal and temporal similarity measures [4]. Spatial
measures focus on measuring similarity based on the spatial
dimension while ignoring the time dimension. Spatiotemporal

similarity considers both spatial and time dimensions. Tempo-
ral similarity measures focus only on time dimension.

The spatial similarity measures are based on spatial move-

ment attributes, such as path of the moving object (raw repre-
sentation), geometric shape representation of object’s
trajectory and direction of data representation [4]. For exam-

ple, the work in [7], is based on spatial raw representation
where trajectories’ elements are aligned at the same position,
Please cite this article in press as: Magdy N et al., A generic trajectory similarity opera
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trajectories must have same number of elements, local time
shifting is not taken into consideration and its efficiency
decreases with the existence of noise. The works in [8–11],

are based on geometric shape of trajectories. They consider
local time shifting, and compare trajectories of possibly differ-
ent number of elements. In [8,9], they consider local time shift-

ing. Other works such as [12,13] conclude that the similarity
measures that are based on raw representation of trajectories
are sensitive to rotation, shifting and scaling. Therefore, they

proposed a measure based on movement direction. The work
in [12] builds on the work in [13], and takes into account local
time shifting, robustness to noise and the possibility of com-
paring trajectories of different lengths.

The spatiotemporal similarity is based on spatiotemporal
movement attributes such as speed, and the time series represen-
tation of object’s trajectory [4]. Measures based on time series

representation of a trajectory are usually associated with a dis-
tance function that can either be metric or be non-metric [4].
Any distance function is said to be metric if it satisfies non-

negativity, uniqueness, symmetry and triangle inequality. Based
on the used distance function, these measures can be divided into
two classes. The first class uses L1-norm and L2-norm as a dis-

tance measure such as dynamic time warping [14], edit distance
with real penalty [15], and time warp edit distance [16]. The sec-
ond class scores similarity based on a matching threshold such as
longest common subsequence [17], and edit distance on real

sequences [18]. The accuracy of the first class is subject to the
existence of noise, while the second class is more robust to noise.
Both classes handle local time shifting, and trajectories can have

different lengths. Another work is proposed in [19], where simi-
larity is based on both the speed and the path of moving objects.
It follows a warping approach based on dynamic time warping.

This approach works on trajectories of different lengths and han-
dles local time shifting, but it is not robust to noise.

The temporal similarity measures are based on temporal

attributes such as time instance, time interval, and time dura-
tion [4]. In [20,21], the similarity measures are based on the
time instances on which object exists. The first work analyzes
the migration of different salmon in the rivers. They conclude

that some populations enter their habitat before others. In the
second, they analyze migration of raptors, and conclude that
adult honey buzzards migrate after their juvenile species.

Another temporal movement parameter is the temporal inter-
val that can be represented as an ordered set of time instances.
The fundamental work of Allen [22] proposes an algebra for

reasoning over time intervals. Based on Allen interval rela-
tions, migratory movement of birds can be expressed as that
the faster birds’ movement occurs during the movement of
the slower ones. Temporal duration is another temporal move-

ment parameter which represents the time difference between
two time instances. In [23], they track the movement of adult
and juvenile sea eagles. They conclude that migratory move-

ment of adults lasts shorter than their younger species.
All previously mentioned similarity measures implicitly

define the meaning of similarity. Some assumed it as the speed

or direction or time interval of the moving objects while others
worked on the raw data of trajectories or combination of
them. They also defined what distance functions are used for

assessing similarity in their implementation, like L1-norm.
These works lack the genericness, and therefore are not

suitable in the context of a MOD system. A MOD system
would rather require a generic operator that can satisfy the
tor in moving object databases, Egyptian Informatics J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/
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Fig. 2 TWED operations.

A generic trajectory similarity operator 3
requirements of a wide variety of applications. Therefore we
were motivated in this paper to propose such a generic opera-
tor, where the meaning of similarity can be controlled by the

MOD user.

3. Background

The proposed similarity operator in this paper is based on the
time-warp edit distance [16], and on the moving objects model
in [2]. It is also fully implemented in the open source MOD

SECONDO [24]. In this section, these works are presented as a
necessary background for the rest of the paper.

3.1. Time warp edit distance

We adopt the representation of a moving object trajectory as a
discrete time series. Thus discrete time series similarity algo-

rithms can be used. By far, varieties of elastic matching meth-
ods have been proposed, e.g., edit distance [7], dynamic time
warping [14], edit distance with real penalty [15].

We choose to use the recently developed distance measure,

TWED [16], for measuring the distance between moving object
trajectories. The reason to choose TWED is based on its prop-
erties that are favorable to measuring distances on trajectories,

as follows:

� Superior performance in dealing with local time shifting.

� Being a metric, as it satisfies the triangular inequality. Thus
it is suitable for classification and clustering.

� It is an elastic metric (a property which is inherited from the
edit distance). TWED, however, introduces a stiffness

parameter to control the elasticity of the metric, and thus
more flexible for time series matching.

Given two time series R;S representing a pair of trajecto-
ries, as in Fig. 1, TWED edits the two series using three oper-
ations: deleteR, deleteS, and match. Each of the three

operations has a penalty, and the distance is sum of penalties
of the minimal-cost sequence of editing operations needed to
transform one time series into the other.

A graphical illustration of the TWED operations is given in
Fig. 2. The Delete operation inside R or S involves dragging
and dropping the sample to be deleted to its previous one.
The cost associated with this delete operations is the length

of the vector from the deleted sample to its previous one, as
determined by the user defined function dlp (e.g., Ln-norm).

An extra associated constant penalty called Lambda k is added
to this delete cost. So, the cost of deleting element m from the

series R would be dlpðrm; rm�1Þ þ k. The Match operation

involves dragging and dropping the segment between two sam-
Fig. 1 Sequence matching.
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ples in the first trajectory to the matching segment in the sec-

ond trajectory. The cost associated with the match operation
is the sum of lengths of two vectors connecting the start and
end of both segments, which is dlpðrm; snÞ þ dlpðrm�1; sn�1Þ.

To provide the controlled temporal elasticity, TWED

includes the time stamp difference in all its cost functions.
These time differences are multiplied by a stiffness parameter
c to control the elasticity. TWED, hence, accepts four param-
eters Rm

1 ;S
n
1; k; c and returns the minimum of:

TWEDk;cðRm�1
1 ;Sn

1Þþc � ðtrm � trm�1
Þþdlpðrm ;rm�1Þþk delete�R

TWEDk;cðRm
1 ;S

n�1
1 Þþc � ðtsn � tsn�1

Þþdlpðsn ;sn�1Þþk delete�S

TWEDk;cðRm�1
1 ;Sn�1

1 Þþdlpðrm ;snÞþc � ðtsn � trm Þþdlpðrm�1 ;sn�1Þþc � ðtsn�1
� trm�1

Þ Match

8><
>:

ð1Þ

The Lambda and Stiffness values are dataset dependent.
They can be learned using cross validation such as leave one

out procedure in any dataset [16]. Using leave one out proce-
dure, the stiffness parameter is adapted as follows: we use
the dataset to select the best (c) value as well as the best k value
from a set of c and k values, namely the ones leading to the

minimal error rate on the dataset, according to a leave-one-
out procedure (that consists of iteratively selecting one trajec-
tory from the dataset and then considering it as a test against

the remaining trajectories within the dataset itself). After eval-
uating error rate for all ðc; kÞ combinations, we choose the one
with the minimum error rate. If different ðc; kÞ values lead to

the minimal error rate then the pairs containing the highest c
value are selected first. Finally, then the pair with the highest
k value is selected.

Alternatively, if the user knows enough about the data, the
values of lambda and stiffness can be intuitively set. Since k is
the deletion penalty, it needs to be set with the value difference
threshold, after which two values cannot be considered a

match. For example, two coordinates on a road network can-
not match if they are more than 50 m apart (assuming a max-
imum GPS error of 50 m). In such a case, lambda should be set

to 50 m. The intuition is that below 50 m distance, a match is
more favored than a deletion and the other way around.

Stiffness c, on the other hand, is multiplied by the temporal

difference penalty. Its role is to normalize the value difference
and the temporal difference scales. The user should then decide
tor in moving object databases, Egyptian Informatics J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/
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what is the maximum expected/possible value difference in the
dataset, and what is the maximum expected/possible temporal
difference. The stiffness value is then set to the division of the

former over the later. In such a way, the penalties of value dif-
ference and temporal difference will have similar effects on the
overall similarity. Thus, none of the two scales will dominate

the other.
The TWED’s dynamic programming implementation in

[16], accepts data of arbitrary dimension along with a suitable

distance function. The distance function used is the Ln-norm
where n = 1, 2 , . . . and it is possible to pass its degree n as a
parameter. TWED, hence, supports genericness of both the
dimension of data and the degree of the used Ln-norm in its

implementation. These favorable properties are inherited in
the proposed trajectory distance operator.

A TWED example is shown in Fig. 3 that shows how

TWED implementation works between two 1-D trajectories
R and S, where four matrices are defined: Delete-R, Delete-
S, Match and Final Distance Matrix.

Delete-S and Delete-R at position ‘index’ is measured as
follows:

delete½index� ¼
0; if index ¼ 0

dlpðsamplei�1; 0Þ; if index ¼ 1

dlpðsamplei�1; samplei�2Þ; if index > 1

8><
>:

Match cost between the two trajectories R and S is mea-
sured as follows:

Match½i; j� ¼ dlpðRi�1;Sj�1Þ þ dlpðRi�2;Sj�2Þ; if i& j > 1

dlpðRi�1;Si�1Þ; otherwise

�

where dlp is the user defined function. After building deletion and

match matrices, the final distance matrix holds the accumulative

cost required (added to c� the time stamp differences) to superim-
pose both trajectories where distanceMatrix½nþ 1;mþ 1� is the
TWED distance.

3.2. SECONDO

Our operator is implemented in SECONDO [24], a generic DBMS

where various implementations of different data models can
Fig. 3 TWED example using
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reside. With its genericness, it is possible to implement the var-
ious database models, such as object oriented, XML, and the
relational model. It consists of three components: the kernel,

the query optimizer, and the graphical user interface (GUI).
The Kernel is the place where new algebra modules, new types,
and new operators can be implemented.

SECONDO has currently several Algebras supporting moving
object operations. It contains an almost complete implementation
of the MODmodel in [2,25]. This model defines ADTs for spatial

and non-spatial moving objects. The mpoint type, for instance,
represents a moving point object that changes its location with

time (e.g., car, train). An mreal represents a real value that
changes with time (e.g., temperature, speed of a car), and so on.

SECONDO can store moving object data in relations, and has a
rich set of query operators to manipulate relations, and the mov-
ing objects inside. It supports two query languages: an SQL-like
language provided by the query optimizer, and the executable

language directly supported by the kernel. In the rest of this
paper, the executable language is used for its flexibility. Our pro-
posed operator is also embed in it. The following example illus-

trates the language. Let Champs be a relation with the type:

rel(tuple(<(Champ: string), (Year: string)>))

A query that finds the champions in year 2000 is as follows:

query Champs feed

filter[.Year = "2000"] consume;

The feed operator loads a disk relation and converts it into an
in-memory tuple stream. The consume operator does the opposite.

The filter operator excludes the tuples that do not fulfill its Boo-
lean condition. The signatures of these operators are as follows:

relðtupleÞ ! streamðtupleÞ feed #

streamðtupleÞ ! relðtupleÞ consume #

streamðtupleÞ�ðtuple ! boolÞ ! streamðtupleÞ filter # ½ �
L1-norm, k ¼ 1 and c ¼ 0:0.

tor in moving object databases, Egyptian Informatics J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/
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The last column in the signature shows the operator syntax,
where # denotes the operator, and _ denotes an argument. It is
a procedural language, in which the user step-by-step calls the

operators to produce the desired output.

4. The proposed operator

As mentioned in the introduction section, we focus on the tra-
jectory MOD flavor where the history of movement is stored
for analysis and querying. A trajectory T of length m can be

expressed as follows: T ¼ ½ðv1; t1Þ; ðv2; t2Þ; . . . ; ðvm; tmÞ�, where
each pair represents a time stamped value. We propose a
TWED based similarity operator for evaluating the similarity
between pairs of moving objects represented in the previous

form and called it TWEDistance. It accepts a pair of moving
objects, and yields the cost/distance of converting one of them
into the other. The operator is carefully designed to allow the

user defining the intended meaning of similarity through the
parameters. Formally, let Dv denote the domain of a type v.
Our TWEDistance operator is a mapping:

½DmðxÞ �DmðxÞ � R� R� ððDx;DxÞ ! RÞ� ! R

Syntax wise the operator looks as follows:

TWEDistanceðmðvÞ;mðvÞ; c; k; f : ðv; vÞ ! realÞ ! real

where the first two parameters are the moving objects, c, and k
are required by TWED, and the last parameter is a function
mapping a pair of elements from the two series representing

the moving objects into a real value. This last parameter is a
user defined function that replaces the Ln-norm in TWED.
For example, this function can be absolute difference

jv1 � v2j. The values of c; k must be P0. The operator yields
a real value representing the distance.

The TWEDistance operator accepts moving objects of any

type (e.g., mpoint, mreal, mint). Both of them must have the
Please cite this article in press as: Magdy N et al., A generic trajectory similarity opera
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same type. These moving objects may represent the spatiotem-
poral route of cars, their speeds, their headings, etc. Thus, the
user is able to pass his attributes of interest on which the sim-

ilarity should be evaluated. The fifth parameter is a user
defined function, that accepts a pair of instances, from the
two input trajectories, and computes the cost of matching

them. Assume, for instance, the two input trajectories are of

type mstring (i.e., a string value that is changing over time).

The matching function would accept a pair of strings and
returns a real value. It might, for instance, return their edit
distance.

Our proposed operator is generic and can be arbitrarily
applied in different domains:

� It might, for instance, be applied to moving objects repre-

senting the prices of the stocks to cluster those that have
similar trends.

� It might also be applied to Web server logs to spot the users

that have similar navigation patterns.
� One can represent a soccer game as a trajectory, such that it
stores the number of the player possessing the ball and the

time it was passed to him. On such a dataset, one can identify
the common pass/attack/defense patterns for a given team.

Algorithm 1 illustrates the evaluation of TWED-distance.
It takes as an input two moving objects’ trajectories divided
into two sequences the spatial values and the time-stamp val-
ues, TWED’s Stiffness and Lambda, and a user defined dis-

tance function. It returns as an output the TWEDistance
that represents the sum of penalties of the minimal-cost
sequence of editing operations needed to transform one trajec-

tory into the other (TWED’s implementation details are shown
in Section 3.1). For sake of clarity, the technical detail of con-
verting the SECONDO representation of moving objects into time

series is hidden.
tor in moving object databases, Egyptian Informatics J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/
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Our operator is built on top of the moving objects model in
[2,25], and is implemented within the MOD system SECONDO.
As a consequence, our operator leverages their query capabil-

ities. Moving object data can be preprocessed (e.g., smoothed,
re-sampled), existing functions can be used to compute arbi-
trary motion attributes on which the similarity is to be evalu-

ated, and new functions can be extended. Therefore, this
operator is generic enough that it can work with any moving
types. New moving types and new operators (e.g., trend oper-
ator) will also fit, if they are introduced in the same model, and

our operator can use them.

5. Experimental evaluation

We extended the SECONDO kernel with a new Algebra and
named it Similarity Algebra. It contains only the TWEDis-
tance operator. The operator signature in SECONDO is

mapping�mapping� real� real� funððbasic [ spatialÞ
� ðbasic [ spatialÞÞ ! real

This operator is also made available in the SECONDO exe-

cutable language. We list here some examples of calling it.

Assume obj1, obj2 are moving objects of type mpoint (e.g., rep-

resenting a pair of vehicles):

let L1 = fun(x: real, y: real)

abs(x - y);

let L2 = fun(x: point, y: point)

sqrt(pow(getx(x) - getx(y), 2) +

pow(gety(x) - gety(y), 2));

. . .TWEDistance(obj1, obj2, 1.0, 1.0, L2)

. . .TWEDistance(speed(obj1), speed(obj2), 0.0,
1.0, L1)

. . .TWEDistance((2.0 * speed(obj1)) +

(3.0 * direction(obj1)),

(2.0 * speed(obj2)) +

(3.0 * direction(obj2)),

1.0, 1.0, L1)

In the syntax above, we start by defining function objects
for the L1-norm, and the L2-norm. In the remaining lines, three

different calls to the TWEDistance operator are illustrated,
that can occur in the middle of a query.

Our TWEDistance operator was evaluated using set of

experiments. The first three experiments are intended to evalu-
ate how far the similarity values returned by the operator
reflect the objects’ similarity as expected in the experimental

setting. The fourth experiment is dedicated to evaluate the
scalability, and the last experiment evaluates the operator on
a real dataset. We use two datasets: the synthetic dataset ber-

lintest, which is contained in the standard installation of SEC-
ONDO, and the GEO-life real dataset [26–28].

Berlintest dataset contains the Trains relation. This relation
was created by simulating the underground trains in Berlin.

Simulation was based on the real train schedule and the real
underground network of Berlin. The period of simulation is
about 4 h in one day. It contains 9 lines identified by an ID

(Line attribute) and group of trains travel per each line and
identified also by an ID. Each train’s trajectory is stored in

an mpoint attribute. This relation contains 562 trajectories,
consisting of a total of 54,595 observations.
Please cite this article in press as: Magdy N et al., A generic trajectory similarity opera
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Geo-Life is a GPS trajectory dataset that was collected in
the Geolife project (Microsoft Research Asia) by 182 users
in china in a period of over three years (from April 2007 to

August 2012). It contains 17,621 trajectory with different sam-
pling rates. Each trajectory is represented by a sequence of
time-stamped points, each of which contains the information

of latitude, longitude and altitude. We filtered the dataset to
year 2008 that contains 7334 trajectory with 5,474,814
observations.

5.1. Similarity based on the direction

In this experiment, the Trains relation of the berlintest dataset

was used. It contains trajectories of trains traveling at different
lines. We selected the subset of trains that travel on Trains-
Line1 as follows.

let TrainsLine1=

Trains feed filter[.Line = 1] consume;

This new relation has a total of 58 trajectories, from which
29 are heading on one direction, and the rest are heading on

the opposite direction. This relation is then self-joined to pro-
duce a new relation TrainPairs, where every tuple contains a
pair of trains:

let TrainPairs=

TrainsLine1 feed addcounter[Cnt, 1] {a}

TrainsLine1 feed addcounter[Cnt, 1] {b}

symmjoin[.Cnt_a < ..Cnt_b]

consume;

For each tuple, the similarity of its pair is computed based

on the similarity of their heading. The goal of this experiment
is to test the correctness of our implementation. A pair of
trains going in the same direction, should be more similar than
a pair of trains going on opposite directions. Moreover, a pair

of trains on the same direction, that are close in terms of the
trip start time, should also be more similar than a pair whose
temporal difference is bigger. We run this experiment twice:

once with the stiffness is set to zero, and once with the stiffness
is set to one.

A zero stiffness allows for infinite temporal elasticity. In

other words, the temporal difference does not affect the dis-
tance. So the distance is affected only by the differences in
the heading. The query used in the first run of this experiment
is as follows:

let DirDistNoTime=

TrainPairs feed

extend[Dist: TWEDistance (

direction(.Trip_a),

direction(.Trip_b),

0.0,

1.0,

L1)]

sortby[ID_a asc, Dist asc]

consume;
tor in moving object databases, Egyptian Informatics J (2016), http://dx.doi.org/
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The parameters passed to the TWEDistance operator are
the two moving objects representing the headings of the two
trains in the tuple, a stiffness value of zero, and Lambda of

one. The last parameter is an L1-norm for comparing a pair
of heading values.

We analyzed the results of this query and they were as

expected. For all trains, they were closer (have smaller distance
values) to the ones traveling at the same direction than to those
traveling in the opposite direction.

A similar query is used in the second run, but with a non-
zero stiffness as follows:

let DirDistWithTime=

TrainPairs feed

extend[Dist: TWEDistance (

direction(.Trip_a),

direction(.Trip_b),

(360.0 * 6.0),

1.0,

L1)]

sortby[ID_a asc, Dist asc]

consume;

Because this query has a nonzero stiffness, the results
should be the following:

1. similar to the previous query: for every train, the trains in

the same direction should appear before the trains in the
opposite direction, and

2. for every train, the trains in the same direction should be

sorted by how close their start times are to this train.

The results of the query showed that these expectations

were met in 100% of the trains.
In the query above, a stiffness value of (360 * 6) was chosen

in order to normalize the two scales of value difference and

time difference. This value is chosen because the maximum dif-
ference in direction is 360�,1 and the maximum time difference

in this dataset is 1
6
day. Clearly, setting the values of Lambda

and stiffness requires knowledge of the dataset.

5.2. Similarity based on the spatial proximity

In this experiment we again evaluate the correctness of the pro-

posed operator and our implementation. We experiment with a
meaning of similarity, which is different from the previous
experiment, the spatial proximity. That is, trajectories have

smaller distances if they traverse similar paths. In the experi-
ment’s run, we generate exact replicas of some trains, and test
whether the replicas are closer to their original trajectories
than other trains. We add a bounded random disturbance to

the spatial path of the replicas, and evaluate whether the
results remain the same.

We generated a new relation, DisturbedNewTrains, that

contains data of 36 train where one train was picked from each
line. Each of these trains was replicated 3 times, adding a
bounded random disturbance to the trajectory of every replica,

with different upper bounds. The disturbance is in the form of
1 To be precise, it is 359.
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random spatial translations within some upper bound, applied
to every observation in the trajectory.

We then self-joined the DisturbedNewTrains relation, so

that every tuple will contain a pair of trains. The main query
of this experiment applied the TWEDistance operator to every
pair of trains to measure their similarity based on their spatial

route. The goal is to check whether the replicas appear similar
to their original, than other trains.

In this query, we used zero stiffness as we focus on spatial

proximity. We used Euclidean distance as a distance function,
and evaluated results based on different disturbance values.
We are not going to show queries to keep the discussion
focused. The results were as expected, with zero disturbance,

replicas are the closest trains to its original one and with
increased disturbance, the results’ accuracy decreased as
shown in Fig. 4, where the disturbance axis shows the upper

bound in meters.

5.3. Similarity based on the spatiotemporal proximity

In this experiment, it is similar to the one above, except that it
takes time into account. We used the TrainPairs relation that
was used in the direction similarity experiment. The TWEDis-

tance was measured on the pairs of trains. The stiffness value is
again chosen to normalize the scales. The used Query is as fol-
lows:

query TrainPairs

feed

extend[Dist:

TWEDistance(.Trip_a,.Trip_b,

(15783.0 * 6.0), 1.0, L2)]

consume;

The results again came as expected. For every train, the
closest trains were those that go on the same line and direction,

in a sorted manner by how close their start times are to that
train.

5.4. Scalability

In this experiment, the operator scalability is evaluated by
applying it to sequences of multiple lengths. We start by two
random trajectories from the trains relation. These trajectories
Fig. 4 Accuracy with respect to disturbance.
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are then re-sampled to generate the designated sequence
lengths ranging from 6 to 10,300 samples per every trajectory.

The Complexity of TWEDistance is O(n * m) where n and

m are the lengths of the two input trajectories. Note that in this
experiment m= n. Fig. 5 shows run time curve as a variable in
the sequence length. As shown, the curve shows a quadratic

relationship as expected.

5.5. Detecting the transportation mode

In this last experiment, we run a classification task on a real data-
set, to assign transportation modes for GPS trajectories. The
Geo-Life dataset, used in this experiment, has many transporta-

tion modes including car, bus, train, bike, walk. This experiment
is applied on 2390 trajectories, all of which were observed in year
2008. These modes were grouped into two classes: driving and
non-driving. The driving class included the modes car, bus, train,

subway and taxi. The non-driving class included walk and bike.
The classification was done using the leave-one-out

method, to each trajectory in turn. That is, the class label of

the chosen trajectory is predicted to be the class label of its
k-nearest neighbor, based on the given distance (TWEDistance
Operator result). The head K-nearest trajectories are fetched

and the predicted class label is the dominant class from the k
trajectories. If the prediction is correct, then it is a hit; other-
wise, it is a miss. The error rate that was measured is the ratio
of misses to the total number of trajectories.

The similarity was evaluated based on the movement speed
and different runs were made using different Lambda values
(i.e. [1.0, 5.0, 10.0, 15.0, 20.0, 40.0 and 50.0]) and different k

values (i.e. [1–6]). The following query was used with different
Lambda values:

let speedDistNoTime =

sampleTest feed addcounter[Cnt,1] {a}

sampleTest feed addcounter[Cnt,1] {b}

symmjoin[.Cnt_a < ..Cnt_b]

extend[Dist: TWEDistance(speed(.Trip_a),

speed(.Trip_b), 0.0, 1.0,

fun(x:real,y:real) abs(x - y)),

Speed_a: mreal2Lmreal(speed(.Trip_a)),

Speed_b: mreal2Lmreal(speed(.Trip_b))]

consume;

Fig. 6, shows the error rate obtained with different Lambda

and K values. It shows that as Lambda value increases, the
error rate decreases and we get better separation of the curves
(i.e. trajectories of a certain mode gets closer to others in the
same mode by increasing Lambda value).
Fig. 5 Scalability results.
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6. Conclusion

As mentioned before, there are variety of similarity measures
that define implicitly in their implementation the meaning of
similarity regardless of user perspective. That was a research

gap in the field of trajectory similarity. So, we proposed a
parameterized TWED based similarity operator in secondo
(one of the MODs) and named it TWEDistance. It takes a list

of parameters which are two moving objects similarity mean-
ing representation, TWED Stiffness, TWED Lambda and a
user defined distance function respectively. We proved effi-

ciency of our operator through set of experiments on real
and synthetic datasets. Different representations of similarity
meanings such as speed, direction and raw route data were
passed while considering time once and ignoring another. This

operator is based on the discretized form of a trajectory, while
the nature of a trajectory is its continuity as mentioned earlier
in the paper. So one of the future work is the need for a sim-

ilarity measure and an operator for evaluating similarity based
on the continuous form of a trajectory.
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